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Symphony No. 5: The Trumpet Sounds Within My Soul

Jonathan D Green, Illinois Wesleyan University
chimes—rawhide hammers
bells with hard beaters
let ring
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The sun - that brought light and heat -
to you has brought tears and death to
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The sun - that brought light and heat -
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1st and 2nd straight mutes
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"Your demolition of the ruins, bases, foundation, and settlement, your change of site, if having and a valid title."
When his wing is broken and his bow smote and when he says and he would be free; it is not a case of

It is not a case of
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IV - Separate is not Equal
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larger brake drums
with rawhide mallets

on the fingerboard
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This, how a rare, hence known by the great to be the best part of mankind, and they herewith signify to touch all else to meet. For whatever obstacle...
The soul, I'm most at home.

I'm home, I ain't got no home, stay here.

with a way, way,

I'm home, I ain't got no home, stay here.

The only way is through.

I'm home, I ain't got no home, stay here.

The only way is through.